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2019 Tampa City Council Districts 4,5,6,7 Questionnaire 

 

1. Besides transportation, name the 3 largest problems to be solve in your district? What ideas 

do you have to solves these problems? 

- Flooding 

o We have a budget and plan in place that is already in progress thanks to our current 

City Council. The next City Council must make sure this plan stays on course financially 

and on time.  

o The public currently only sees closed roads and no results. We must better educate 

the public on this in order to gain their support to continue to move forward in a 

timely manner to avoid any push back from the public that could cause this plan to 

slow down. The public needs to be better informed that we are only at the beginning 

stages for a massive project and results will be seen at the end of this project.  

o As time goes by, new studies and technology may become available. We shouldn’t go 

astray from our current plan to fix our flooding issues, however we should continue to 

be open minded and potentially adopt new ideas that may become available to help 

speed the process of our plan up or even potentially make it more affordable than the 

current budget has set aside for it.  

- Lack of updated Sidewalks and Streets lights  

o The sidewalks and street lights are small, outdated and/or lacking in many nearby 

neighborhoods. I strongly believe providing streets with small businesses within our 

neighborhoods better sidewalks and streetlights it will help allow our local 

neighborhoods to be able to go out to these local streets with so much potential. 

Streets such as Bay to Bay, Manhattan, South Howard, South Westshore and even 

South of Gandy have small business already and a lot of potential to be their own 

attractable districts if you will. If we allow our local neighborhoods next to these 

streets to travel on these streets by foot, bike, and car safely day and night it will 

create vibrant and lively neighborhoods which will strengthen both current private 

business, shops, and local restaurants along these streets and also allow talented 

entrepreneurs the opportunity to open new businesses along these areas and strive 

with the support of the local neighborhoods.  

- Property Values 

o This is not a current problem but can very quickly become a problem for South Tampa 

residents if we do not act accordingly now. South Tampa is of strong demand because 

of its great location and great schools. Although high demand for an area traditionally 

great for property values we must make sure we obtain and do not lose these values. 

As Tampa is changing and growing each year which is great progress, we must 

understand that South Tampa is a peninsula and only has so much room. As these 

apartments, split lots and townhomes continue to be built and occupied as well as 

new businesses opening, we must keep in mind our current residents who live next to 

these areas. Although we do not want to stop progress and growth we must be able to 



monitor and control it so that it grows with our current residents in order to protect 

their property values and not diminish it.  

 

2. What are your views of the currant city CRAs? Should some be ended? Should some be 

added? 

- The city CRAs today are in areas that are in either much need of this assistance or are historic 

and evolving areas which I support. However after a period of time these areas need to 

reviewed. Either they are now successful and can now stand alone and survive on private 

finances and current infrastructure to support that area or if an area continues to struggle to 

overcome it’s challenges despite the support of CRA then there needs to be a more hands on 

approached to helping these area improve in a quicker more successful manner in order to 

move CRA’s elsewhere to other potential areas that may become more successful given this 

assistance.  

 

3. What city revenue stream would you like to see utilized to update and expand the city 

streetcar? 

Current CRAs that the streetcar goes through (Ybor, Downtown, Channelside) should partake in it 

being updated and ran. As far as a the expansion for the streetcar, not only should the new 

transportation tax, and our hospitality tax go towards it but we should allow other districts an 

opportunity to collect private money in order to pull the streetcar into their direction. These 

investments by the neighborhoods or areas of town should be able to pay for themselves as they are 

now creating additional foot traffic into their districts.  

 

4. What role if any should faith-based organizations be utilized to help solve problems in the 

city? 

Please give an example.   

Faith-based organizations have a strong following and understanding of many struggles our citizens 

face with their quality of life. In issues concerning quality of life, such as safety issues, the local Faith 

based organization should be heard as strongly as a neighborhood association or other local 

organizations so we may be able to hear their insight as they have just as strong, or if not a stronger 

understanding of the best decision to be made as they are heavily involved in the community in many 

cases.  

 

5. Are you for or against the tearing down of I-275 to ground level and making it a boulevard? 

Explain your answer? 

One day we will get here. However, I am strongly against until we build a new transportation 

structure that is beneficial for all classes of people within our city. As soon as we reach the point to 

where we are not so dependent on I-275 for transportation and it becomes unnecessary then it would 

be great to create a boulevard in order to support to local businesses that passing cars drive over, as 



well as better the life quality and property values of homes this boulevard would go through. 

However, I do not see this happening any time soon.  

How do you plan to communicate with the people in your district about issues you think they should 

know and to hear their concerns? 

 

We currently have a lot of great neighborhood associations that are well supported and well 

attended. I would communicate with the people in my district by strengthening these already 

established associations by attending and speaking at these meetings, as well as meeting with 

neighborhood Presidents as regularly as possible. This will both strengthen these 

organizations by giving them more value but it will also help even better support and 

attendance of their meetings and projects. It will also allow the opportunity to communicate 

back to the people in my district and better educate them to know what is going on in the city 

and how their money is being spent.  

 

6. What are your concerns for taxes and the financial future of the citizens of Tampa?  

A tax that goes up is traditionally a tax that will never go back down or given back to the people. One 

of the greatest value Florida holds verse other states is our low taxes. This is attracts and brings many 

business (both corporate and private), and talented entrepreneurs from around the country to move 

to Florida which is beneficial to our growth and local economy. This being said, we are now competing 

with other cities around the state for these new businesses and citizens in order to attract and obtain 

new talent and growth. Tax (or cost of living) is a major concern that is looked at when considering if 

Tampa is better than a Miami, Orlando, or Jacksonville. We must keep taxes as low as possible to 

compete against these other areas of Florida. By obtaining this growth by having lower taxes our 

economy will strive because of this attraction which is result in success with limited government.  


